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Description

[0001] The present invention relates to chimney block-
ing apparatus for inserting into a chimney from a fireplace
to prevent, or at least substantially eliminate, warm air
from a building leaving the building by means of the chim-
ney.
[0002] Certain devices are available for blocking off a
chimney when it is not in use. One of the more commonly
available devices comprises an inflatable bag which is
pushed a short distance up a chimney from a fireplace
and then inflated until its outer surface engages an inner
surface of the chimney. Such a device is awkward to use.
Firstly, it has to be held at the required height while it is
inflated. Secondly, the process of inflating and deflating
the device is time consuming and inconvenient and re-
quires the provision of a pump or other inflation means.
Thirdly such devices do not collect debris which may fall
down a chimney and tend to let such debris fall into the
fireplace, and possibly onto a floor in front of a fireplace,
when the device is collapsed for removal.
[0003] A prior art apparatus for capping a chimney is
disclosed in patent US 5125869. The apparatus includes
a frame for mounting to a top of the chimney and a cap
which can be pulled downwardly into engagement with
the frame by a line against an upward biasing force pro-
vided by springs. A further prior art apparatus for capping
a chimney is disclosed in patent US 3232207. The ap-
paratus includes a closure head including an inner con-
tainer which is filled with helium to cause the closure head
to rise up the chimney to a point immediately above the
top of the chimney where an outer bag of the closure
head is inflated with pressurised gas prior to being pulled
downwardly so as to close the top of the chimney.
[0004] An object of the invention is to provide a chim-
ney blocking apparatus which is easier to use than typical
prior art chimney blocking devices and overcomes at
least some of the above disadvantages.
[0005] According to the invention there is provided
chimney blocking apparatus including a handle, support
means extending from the handle and being extendable
along a longitudinal axis, characterized by chimney
blocking means deployable outwardly away from the lon-
gitudinal axis and by an actuation mechanism configured
to firstly extend the support means and deploy the chim-
ney blocking means outwardly and secondly collapse the
chimney blocking means inwardly towards the longitudi-
nal axis.
[0006] Preferably the actuation mechanism includes
first resilient means for extending the support means and
deploying the chimney blocking means outwardly and a
second resilient means for collapsing the chimney block-
ing means inwardly towards the longitudinal axis. This
arrangement provides a particularly convenient way of
powering deployment and collapsing of the apparatus.
[0007] Preferably the actuation mechanism includes a
first hub displaceable along the support means and a
second hub also displaceable along the support means

and situated closer to the handle than the first hub. Such
an arrangement permits the chimney blocking means to
be moved upwardly away from the handle prior to out-
ward deployment away from the longitudinal axis.
[0008] Preferably a distance between the first and sec-
ond hubs is variable and the second resilient means is
situated between the first and second hub to bias them
away from each other, thereby allowing relaxing of the
second resilient means to effect inward collapsing of the
chimney blocking means.
[0009] Preferably the actuation mechanism includes a
flexible tension member. This arrangement permits con-
venient control over movement of the chimney blocking
means along the support means and deployment and
collapsing of the chimney blocking means.
[0010] Preferably the actuation mechanism further in-
cludes releasable securing means for releasably secur-
ing the flexible tension member with respect to the handle
in order that initiation of inward collapsing of the chimney
blocking means can be effected from the handle.
[0011] The apparatus preferably further includes guide
means for guiding a head connected to the flexible ten-
sion member into engagement with the releasable se-
curing means as the support means is compressed into
a non-extended configuration, whereby collapsing of the
apparatus will automatically place it in a state ready for
deployment without any further steps being necessary.
[0012] Preferably the flexible tension member extends
between the first and second hubs, whereby the flexible
tension member can be used to automatically effect out-
ward deployment of the chimney blocking means as the
support means telescopes outwardly.
[0013] Preferably a bight of the flexible tension mem-
ber is situated at a distal portion of the support means.
[0014] Prefeably the first hub includes an abutment
surface which is selectively engageable with a comple-
mentary stop surface of the support means to arrest dis-
placement of the first hub along the support means. This
arrangement permits initiation of outward deployment of
the chimney blocking means to be effected automatically.
[0015] Preferably the actuation mechanism includes a
releasable retention means for releasably retaining the
support means in a non-extended configuration.
[0016] Preferably the chimney blocking means in-
cludes a collapsible spoked frame and a flexible mem-
brane. Such an arrangement provides a light and quickly
deployable arrangement which can easily be designed
to be sufficiently flexible to accommodate chimney irreg-
ularities and different chimney sizes.
[0017] Preferably the chimney blocking means, in a
deployed configuration, has a concave surface facing
away from the handle, in order that the apparatus will
effectively collect any debris falling down the chimney.
[0018] Preferably the chimney blocking means has a
substantially quadrilateral perimeter when deployed so
as to fit conveniently and effectively in a typical chimney
having a quadrilateral cross-section.
[0019] Preferably the chimney blocking means in-
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cludes a flexible membrane and further includes adjust-
ment means for adjusting a peripheral portion of the flex-
ible membrane, in order to reduce the tendency of folds
to form in the flexible membrane when the apparatus is
deployed in a relatively small chimney. Where the chim-
ney blocking means has a substantially quadrilateral pe-
rimeter, more preferably the adjustment means includes
independent adjustment means for individually adjusting
peripheral portions on different sides of the substantially
quadrilateral perimeter in order that the apparatus can
be configured to fit snugly in a chimney having a rectan-
gular cross-section.
[0020] The invention will now be described by way of
example only with reference to the accompanying sche-
matic drawings in which:

Fig 1 shows a chimney blocking apparatus according
to the invention in a deployed configuration in a chim-
ney;

Fig. 2 shows the chimney blocking apparatus ac-
cording to the invention without its canopy in its col-
lapsed configuration;

Fig. 3 is a view from above of the apparatus shown
in Fig. 2;

Fig. 4 is a perspective view of the apparatus shown
in Fig. 2, in its deployed configuration without its can-
opy;

Fig. 5 is an enlarged side view of the deployed ap-
paratus shown in Fig. 4;

Fig. 6 is a top plan view of the deployed apparatus
shown in Fig. 4;

Fig. 7 is a top plan view of the chimney blocking
apparatus according to the invention complete with
its canopy in its deployed configuration;

Fig. 8 is an enlarged detailed cross-sectional view
of a handle region of the apparatus without the can-
opy shown in Fig. 2;

Fig. 9 is a cross-sectional view of the handle region
of the apparatus without its canopy shown in Fig. 8
in an intermediate deployment configuration;

Fig. 10 is a cross-sectional view of an upper portion
of the apparatus without its canopy shown in Fig. 9
in its intermediate deployment configuration;

Fig. 11 is a cross-sectional view of the upper portion
of the apparatus without its canopy shown in Fig. 10
in its final deployment configuration;

Fig. 12 is a cross-sectional view of the upper portion

of the apparatus without its canopy shown in Figs.
10 and 11 in an intermediate collapsed configuration;

Fig. 12 is a side view of an alternative apparatus
according to the invention in its collapsed configura-
tion with an extendable handle; and

Fig. 13 is a side view of the handle section of the
apparatus shown in Fig.12 with the handle extended.

[0021] Fig. 1 shows a chimney blocking apparatus 2,
according to the invention, which includes a handle 4, a
support means 6, a chimney blocking means 8 and a
deployment mechanism which will be described in detail
below. The apparatus is shown in Fig. 1 in a fully deployed
configuration blocking a chimney 12 which leads upward-
ly from a fireplace 10. A further view of the deployed
apparatus is shown in Fig. 7 which is a top plan view.
The chimney blocking means 8 includes radiating side
spokes 14 and corner spokes 16. A flexible membrane
or canopy 18 covers the spokes. The canopy may be
formed of any suitable fabric and extends from a central
second or spoke hub 20 to spoke end fittings 22 and 24.
These fittings include side spoke end fittings 22 and cor-
ner spoke end fittings 24. Each spoke end fitting includes
an attachment part 26, for connection to the canopy 18
by any suitable means such as sewing, and a tubular
spoke receiving part 28 into each of which a spoke end
is secured by any suitable means such as with glue.
[0022] In the particular embodiment shown, which is
for deployment in a chimney with a quadrilateral cross-
section, a perimeter 30 of the canopy 18 is substantially
quadrilateral in shape. A seam 32 extends around the
perimeter 30. Between each adjacent pair of corner
spoke end fitting 24, and with opposite ends connected
thereto, is provided a flexible cord 34 or like member
which may be resilient and for example made out of shock
cord. At an intermediate point along each side 36 of the
canopy 18 a loop 38 of the flexible cord 34 protrudes from
the seam 32 and a sliding length adjuster 40 is slidably
mounted on the loop 38. By adjusting the position of each
length adjuster 40 along the respective loop 38 the length
of the flexible cord 34 extending directly between adja-
cent corner spoke fittings 24 can be altered. This length
is reduced when the apparatus is to be used to block a
chimney having a relatively small width. Without such
adjustment, if the apparatus was deployed in a relatively
narrow chimney, loose folds would form along the sides
36 of the canopy 18 leading to a less effective blocking
of the chimney. Furthermore, if the lengths of the flexible
cords on two opposed sides 36 are shortened by a first
amount and those on the two remaining sides 36 are
shortened by a different second amount, the apparatus
can be adapted for deployment in a chimney with a rec-
tangular cross-section. Less than four cords may be pro-
vided extending around the perimeter 30 of the canopy
18, such as one or two.
[0023] As an alternative to the arrangement shown in
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Fig. 7, the apparatus could be configured for deployment
in a chimney with a circular cross-section. In this case,
the spokes would all be the same length and the canopy
would have a multi-sided polygonal or substantially cir-
cular perimeter. As for the embodiment described with
reference to Fig. 7, one or more sliding length adjusters
could be provided in one or more flexible cords extending
through a seam in a perimeter of the canopy.
[0024] The spokes 14, 16 are preferably flexible in or-
der that they can bend, as shown in Fig. 1, to accommo-
date irregularities in an inner surface of a chimney and
in order to provide a resilient engagement of the chimney
blocking means 8 with the inner surface of the chimney.
[0025] Other parts of the apparatus will now be de-
scribed with particular reference to the attached figures.
The canopy 18 is not shown in Figs. 2 to 6 and 8 to 12
in order that other parts being described are clearly vis-
ible. The complete deployment and collapsing sequence
will thereafter be described with reference to various fig-
ures which show different stages of this sequence.
[0026] Fig. 8 is a detailed cross-sectional view of a han-
dle region of the apparatus in its fully collapsed configu-
ration. The handle 4 includes a recess 42 and a first or
lower support member 44 has a proximal end 46 secured
in a base of the recess 42. The support means 6 com-
prises the first or lower support member 44, a second or
middle support member 48 and a third or upper support
member 50. The middle support member 48 telescopi-
cally engages the lower support member 44. The upper
support member 50 telescopically engages the middle
support member 48. In the embodiment shown, all these
support members are cylindrical. The cylindrical support
members may have circular cross-sections but prefera-
bly have non-circular e.g. polygonal, cross-sections to
limit rotation of each support member relative to adjacent
support member(s). Alternative rotation prevention
means may be provided such as complementary ribs and
grooves on interengaging parts of the support means 6.
[0027] In the embodiment shown, the lower support
member 44 is slidingly received inside the middle support
member 48 which in turn is slidingly received inside the
upper support member 50. The support means 6 could
include 2 support members only or more than three.
[0028] At or adjacent to interengaged ends of the sup-
port members 44, 48 and 50, disengagement prevention
means are provided in the form of projections 52 which
can butt up against each other, or against other stop
means, to limit outward telescoping of the support mem-
bers relative to each other.
[0029] The handle 4 accommodates part of the actu-
ation mechanism including a dual release system 54. The
dual release system 54 includes a ring-like member 56
with an opening 58 through which the lower support mem-
ber 44 extends. On one side of the ring member 56 a
push-button 60 is provided. An inwardly directed reten-
tion projection 62 is provided opposite the push-button
60. A push-button return spring 64 urges the ring member
56 to the left as viewed in Fig. 8 so that when the appa-

ratus is fully collapsed, the retention projection 62 en-
gages a complementary aperture 66 in an end region of
the upper support member 50, as shown in Fig. 9, to hold
the support members 44, 48 and 50 fully telescoped to-
gether.
[0030] The dual release system 54 also includes a
pusher member 68 which is rotatable about a pin 70 and
biased towards the lower support member 44 by a spring
72. The pusher member 68 is rotated by the spring 72 in
an anticlockwise direction as viewed in Fig. 8 and this
rotation is limited by a stop 74 formed integrally with the
ring member 56.
[0031] The upper portion of Fig. 10 shows how the
spokes supporting the canopy 18 (omitted from Fig. 8 for
clarity) are connected to the upper support member 50.
[0032] A first hub or link hub 76 surrounds the upper
support member 50 and is slidable therealong. The sec-
ond hub or spoke hub 20 also surrounds the upper sup-
port member 50 on the handle side of the link hub 76 and
is also slidable along the upper support member 50. A
second resilient means or canopy collapsing spring 77
is positioned between the two hubs 20 and 76 and biases
them away from each other. An upper or distal end of the
canopy collapsing spring 77 is accommodated in an an-
nular recess 78 in the link hub 76 and a lower or proximal
end of the canopy collapsing spring 77 is held in place
by an annular wall 80 projecting upwardly from the spoke
hub 20. Each of the spokes 14 and 16 has an inner end
pivotably connected to the spoke hub 20. Only corner
spokes 16 are shown in Fig. 10. The inner end of each
spoke has an enlarged spoke head 82 which is force
fitted into a complementary recess 83 in the spoke hub
20. An intermediate part of each spoke 14 and 16 is con-
nected to a link 84 by a link pivot pin 86 and the opposite
end of each link 84 is pivotably connected to the link hub
76. The opposite end of each link 84 has an enlarged
link head 8,8 which is force fitted into a complementary
recess 89 in the link hub 76. Each head may alternatively
or in addition engage the associated hub by means of a
push and twist engagement action. Also a resilient sleeve
may be interposed between each head and the associ-
ated hub.
[0033] Connected to a distal end of the upper support
member 50 is an end cap 90. The head 90 is shown in
schematic form in Figs. 10 to 12 and does not mirror the
external shape of the head shown in the views of the
apparatus shown in Figs. 2 to 6. In a recess 92 in the end
cap 90 a head sheave 94 is rotateably mounted on a
head spindle 96. A guide means or guide tube 98 is se-
cured to the end cap 90 and extends towards the handle
4 inside the upper support member 50. The guide tube
98 is approximately the same length as the upper support
member 50 and has an end 100 (see Fig. 8) remote from
the end cap 90. A cover 102 surrounds the end cap 90
and is connected thereto by any suitable means such as
by glue.
[0034] As shown in Fig. 8 a flexible tension member
104 extends through the interior of the support means 6
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and the guide tube 98 and has a head 106 connected to
a handle end thereof. The flexible tension member is sub-
stantially inextensible and may comprise cord and will be
described hereafter as the cord 104. The head 106 has
an inclined lead-in surface 108 on an end facing away
from the cord, and a latching surface 110 on an end facing
the cord 104.
[0035] In the region of the dual release system 54, the
lower support member 44 includes a release aperture
114 and an inwardly directed latch projection 112 at an
upper part thereof. Opposite to the latch projection 112
in the lower support member 44, is a latch spring 128.
[0036] The cord 104 extends from the head 106
through the support means 6 and the guide tube 98 to
the end cap 90 where it passes in a bight 95 around the
head sheave 94. From the head sheave 94 the cord ex-
tends through a passage 116 in the link hub 76 to and
around a spoke hub sheave 118 which is rotatable around
a spoke hub spindle 120 connected to the spoke hub 20.
From the spoke hub sheave 118 the cord doubles back
to an anchor point 122 on the link hub 76.
[0037] A first resilient means or deployment spring 124
is positioned inside the support means 6. The deploy-
ment spring 124 bears against a spring stop 126 which
projects inwardly from a portion of the lower support
member 44 and an inner surface of the end cap 90. The
deployment spring 124 is a compression spring and acts
to urge the end cap 90 away from the handle 4 and there-
by outwardly telescope the support means 6. The guide
tube 98, with the cord 104 extending therethrough, is
situated inside the deployment spring 124.
[0038] The deployment and collapsing of the appara-
tus is described below.
[0039] The apparatus is shown in side view in its col-
lapsed configuration in Fig. 2 and in plan view from above
in Fig. 3 (canopy omitted from these Figs). Fig. 8 shows
a schematic cross-sectional view of the handle portion
of the apparatus in the its collapsed configuration. The
lower 44, middle 48 and upper 50 support members are
inwardly telescoped so that the majority of the lower 44
and middle 48 support members are accommodated
within the upper support member 50, a lower end of which
is situated in the recess 42 of the handle 4. The retention
projection 62 of the release system 54 is held engaged
by the return spring 64 in the aperture 66 in the upper
support member 50, which is the outermost of the three
support members. In this configuration, the deployment
spring 124 is fully compressed between the end cap 90
and the spring stop 126 in the lower support member 44.
The latching surface 110 of the head 106 at the end of
the cord 104 is held in engagement with the latch projec-
tion 112 by the latch spring 128 in the lower support mem-
ber 44. The pusher member 68 is held out of engagement
with the head 106 by the presence of a lower end 134 of
the middle support member 48. An abutment surface 130
of the link hub 76, which faces the end cap 90, is spaced
a distance d from a confronting stop surface 132 of the
end cap 90. The spoke hub 20 is situated close to or in

contact with the handle 4 and the link hub 76 is separated
from the spoke hub 20 by a distance s as shown in Fig. 2.
[0040] The deployment sequence is initiated by de-
pression of the push button 60, which moves the ring
member 56 to the right as viewed in Fig. 8 thereby de-
pressing the push button return spring 64 and releasing
the retention projection 62 from the aperture 66 in the
upper support member 50. This in turn allows the deploy-
ment spring 124 to partly outwardly telescope the support
members 44, 48 and 50 to the intermediate deployment
configuration shown in Fig. 10. Due to the fact that the
head 106 at the end of the cord 104 is restrained by the
latch projection 112, as the support means 6 telescopes
outwardly, the link hub 76 and the spoke hub 20 are drawn
by the cord 104 along the upper support member 50 to-
wards the end cap 90. With the arrangement shown in
Fig. 10, with the cord doubled back round the spoke hub
sheave 118 and anchored to the link hub 76, for a given
displacement distant of the end cap 90 away from the
handle 4 the link hub 76 and spoke hub 20 will move in
tandem half of the displacement distance towards the
end cap 90 with the distance s between the hubs main-
tained by the canopy collapsing spring 77, remaining sub-
stantially constant. Eventually the link hub stop surface
132 comes into contact with the end cap abutment sur-
face 130. This intermediate deployment configuration is
shown in Fig. 10 at which point the second deployment
stage occurs at the end of which the canopy is fully de-
ployed. Figure 11 shows schematically the configuration
of upper parts of the apparatus in the fully deployed con-
figuration.
[0041] From the intermediate deployment configura-
tion shown in Fig. 10, at which the link hub 76 has just
come into contact with the end cap 90, the second de-
ployment stage occurs. Continued outward telescoping
of the support members 44, 48 and 50 by the deployment
spring 124 results in further cord 104 being drawn around
the head sheave 94 and into the support means 6. Since
the link hub 76 can no longer move further away from
the handle 4 this drawing of the cord results in the spoke
hub 20 being drawn towards the link hub 76 thereby com-
pressing the canopy collapsing spring 77 and reducing
the distant s between the hubs. As this occurs, the links
84 and spokes 14 and 16 pivot outwardly away from the
support means 6. Fig. 10 shows only corner spokes 16.
The fully deployed configuration, showing in Fig. 11, is
reached when the spoke hub 20 has travelled along the
upper support member 50 towards the end cap 90 suffi-
ciently to come into contact with the link hub 76. As the
hubs move towards each other the canopy collapsing
spring 77 becomes compressed. Alternatively, the fully
deployed configuration may be reached when the canopy
collapsing spring 77 has become sufficiently compressed
that it balances the outward telescoping force of the de-
ployment spring 124. Figs. 1, 4, 6, 7, 9 and 11 show
various views of the apparatus in its fully deployed con-
figuration. In Figs. 4, 6 and 11 the canopy 18 has been
omitted to show other parts of the apparatus more clearly.
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Fig. 1 shows the apparatus in its fully deployed configu-
ration in a chimney with the spokes curved inwardly by
engagement with the chimney 12. The other figures
showing the fully deployed configuration show how the
apparatus would look if not confined in a chimney with
the spokes 14 and 16 remaining straight. It should be
noted that, in this fully deployed configuration (see Fig.
9 in particular), the cord 104 is tensioned as a result of
the head 106 being engaged by the latch projection 112.
It should also be noted that, since the middle support
member 48 has moved up the lower support member 44,
the spring 72 has been able to rotate the pusher member
68 around the pin 70 into engagement with the stop 74
in which position its end is situated close to the head 106
as shown in Fig. 10.
[0042] In its fully deployed configuration, situated in a
chimney 12 as shown in Fig. 1, the apparatus both sub-
stantially prevents draft up the chimney and also collects
any debris, such as soot, which may fall down the chim-
ney.
[0043] When there is a requirement to remove the ap-
paratus from the chimney, the push button 60 is de-
pressed for a second time to initiate the first collapsing
stage. The push button moves the ring member 56 and
the pusher member 68, which is connected thereto, to
the right as viewed in Fig. 10. This in turn displaces the
head 106 to the right also. As this occurs, the latch spring
128 is compressed and the latching surface 110 of the
head 106 disengages from the latch projection 112 there-
by releasing the head 106 and the cord 104. Thereafter,
the canopy collapsing spring 77 forces the spoke hub 20
downwardly away from the link hub 76 to the intermediate
collapsing configuration shown in Fig. 12. As this occurs,
the links 84 and spokes 14 and 16 rotate back towards
the support means 6, the canopy 18 is accordingly drawn
inwardly away from the chimney surface towards the lon-
gitudinal axis 7 and the canopy collapsing spring 77 be-
comes at least substantially relaxed. Cord 104 is also
drawn around the head sheave 94 and out of the support
means thus drawing the head 106 upwardly towards the
guide tube 98. In this intermediate collapsed configura-
tion, shown in Fig. 12, the apparatus is drawn downwardly
out of the chimney. The apparatus can then be inverted
to empty any debris that has collected in the canopy.
[0044] There then follows a second collapsing stage
which involves pulling the spoke hub 20 down towards
the handle 4. As this occurs, the link hub 76 moves away
from the end cap 90 and the head 106 on the cord 104
is drawn into contact with the end 100 of the guide tube
98. Accordingly, as the spoke hub 20 is drawn towards
the handle 4, the lower, middle and upper support mem-
bers 44, 48 and 50 telescope into each other and the
deployment spring 124 is compressed between the end
cap 90 and the spring stop 126 at the handle end of the
lower support member 44. Near the end of the second
collapsing stage, the lower end 134 of the middle support
member 48 displaces the pusher member 68 away from
the latch projection 112. This displacement is in a clock-

wise direction as seen in Figs. 8 and 9 and is against the
biasing force of the spring 72. Finally, the head 106 is
guided, by its engagement with the end 100 of the guide
tube 98, down towards and finally into engagement with
the latch projection 112. When the head 106 first comes
into contact with the latch projection 112, an inclined lead-
in surface 108 thereon comes into contact with the latch
projection 112. As the guide tube 98 forces the head 106
further into the handle 4, the lead-in surface 108 slides
down the latch projection 112 thereby moving the head
106 towards the latch spring 128 thereby compressing
it. When the latching surface 110 of the head 106 reaches
the end of the latching projection 112 the latch spring 128
moves the head 106 so as to engage the latching surface
110 of the head 106 with the latch projection 112. At this
point the second collapsing stage is completed and the
apparatus is in its fully collapsed configuration as shown
in Figs. 2, 3, and 8 in which the deployment spring 124
is in a compressed state and the canopy collapsing spring
77 is at least substantially relaxed or extended.
[0045] The apparatus is then ready to be deployed sub-
sequently in the manner described above.
[0046] The handle 4 described above may be replaced
by an extending handle 136 shown in Figs 13 and 14.
The extending handle 136 comprises an upper handle
part 138, which accommodates the push-button 60 and
the associated mechanism described in detail above, a
lower handle part 140 and a telescopic extension 142
which interconnects the upper part 138 and the lower
part 140. The telescopic extension 142 comprises a plu-
rality of elongate members 142a and 142d. In the em-
bodiment shown in Figs 13 and 14 the telescopic exten-
sion 142 comprise four elongate members 142a, 142b,
142c and 142d. These elongate members telescope into
each other and into the lower part 140 of the handle and
are extendable into the configuration shown in Fig. 14
such that the upper part 138 of the handle is spaced
above the lower part 140 of the handle. The uppermost
elongate member 142d is connected to a lower end of
the upper part 138 of the handle by a pivot 144 which
allows articulation of the telescopic extension 142 about
one or more preferably two axes which are perpendicular
to a longitudinal axis of the telescopic extension 142. The
advantages of the extending handle shown in Figs 13
and 14 is twofold. Firstly, even if the canopy 18 needs to
be positioned a significant distance up a chimney, the
telescopic extension 142 can be extended so that the
lower part 140 of the handle remains visible in the fire-
place so as to act as a reminder that the apparatus is
installed and facilitate its removal. Secondly, even if the
canopy 18 is canted over slightly in the chimney, the pivot
144 permits the telescopic extension 142 and the lower
handle part 140 to be disposed vertically thereby provid-
ing a neat appearance of parts of the apparatus visible
in the fireplace. The upper handle part 138 may comprise
an upper portion 146 including the push-button and the
associated mechanism and a lower portion 148 which is
separable from the upper portion 146. A threaded secur-
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ing means such as a machine screw 150 may be provided
to secure the upper portion 146 to the lower portion 148.
This arrangement allows parts 140, 142 and 148 to be
replaced by alternative parts. It may for example be de-
sirable to use a handle lower part 140 having an alterna-
tive shape or use a longer or shorter telescopic extension
142.
[0047] The apparatus described above provides a
quick and convenient way to at least substantially block
a chimney and subsequently remove the apparatus from
the chimney. Such blocking will not only prevent draughts
from passing up or down the chimney but will also effec-
tively collect any debris that may fall down the chimney.
As a result of the resilience of the chimney blocking
means, the apparatus can effectively engage chimneys
of a variety of different sizes. The adjustment means 40
can be altered to prevent folds of canopy material form
forming around the perimeter 30 of the canopy 18 and
reducing the effectiveness of the apparatus.
[0048] While a specific embodiment of the invention
has been described, it will be understood that variations
would be apparent to a skilled person which would still
fall within the scope of the claims appended hereto.

Claims

1. Chimney blocking apparatus (2) including a handle
(4), support means (6) extending from the handle (4)
and being extendable along a longitudinal axis (7),
characterized by chimney blocking means (8) de-
ployable outwardly away from the longitudinal axis
(7) and by an actuation mechanism configured to
firstly extend the support means (6) and deploy the
chimney blocking means (8) outwardly and secondly
collapse the chimney blocking means (8) inwardly
towards the longitudinal axis (7).

2. The chimney blocking apparatus (2) according to
claim 1 wherein the actuation mechanism includes
first resilient means (124) for extending the support
means (6) and deploying the chimney blocking
means (8) outwardly and a second resilient means
(77) for collapsing the chimney blocking means (8)
inwardly towards the longitudinal axis (7).

3. The chimney blocking apparatus (2) of claim 1 or 2
wherein the actuation mechanism includes a first hub
(76) displaceable along the support means and a
second hub (20) also displaceable along the support
means (6) and situated closer to the handle (4) than
the first hub (76).

4. The chimney blocking apparatus (2) of claims 2 and
3 wherein a distance (s) between the first and second
hubs (76, 20) is variable and the second resilient
means (77) is situated between the first and second
hubs (76, 20) to bias them away from each other.

5. The chimney blocking apparatus (2) of any preced-
ing claim wherein the actuation mechanism includes
a flexible tension member (104).

6. The chimney blocking apparatus (2) of claim 5
wherein the actuation mechanism further includes
releasable securing means (54) for releasably se-
curing the flexible tension member (104) with respect
to the handle (4).

7. The chimney blocking apparatus (2) of claim 6 further
including guide means (98, 128) for guiding a head
(106) connected to the flexible tension member (104)
into engagement with the releasable securing
means as the support means (6) is compressed into
a non-extended configuration.

8. The chimney blocking apparatus (2) of claim 3 and
claim 5, 6 or 7 wherein the flexible tension member
(104) extends between the first and second hubs
(76, 20).

9. The chimney blocking apparatus (2) of claim 5 or
any claim depending thereon wherein a bight (95) of
the flexible tension member (104) is situated at a
distal portion of the support means (6).

10. The chimney blocking apparatus (2) of claim 3 or
any claim depending thereon wherein the first hub
(76) includes an abutment surface (130) which is se-
lectively engageable with a complementary stop sur-
face (132) of the support means (6) to arrest dis-
placement of the first hub (76) along the support
means (6).

11. The chimney blocking apparatus (2) of any preced-
ing claim wherein the actuation mechanism includes
a releasable retention means (62) for releasably re-
taining the support means (6) in a non-extended con-
figuration.

12. The chimney blocking apparatus (2) of any preced-
ing claim wherein the chimney blocking means (8)
includes a collapsible spoked frame (14, 16, 84) and
a flexible membrane (18).

13. The chimney blocking apparatus (2) of any preced-
ing claim wherein the chimney blocking means (8),
in its deployed state, has a concave surface facing
away from the handle (4).

14. The chimney blocking apparatus (2) of any preced-
ing claim wherein the chimney blocking means (8)
has a substantially quadrilateral perimeter (30) when
deployed.

15. The chimney blocking apparatus (2) of any preced-
ing claim wherein the chimney blocking means (8)
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includes a flexible membrane (18) and further in-
cludes adjustment means (38, 40) for adjusting a
peripheral portion of the flexible membrane (18).

Patentansprüche

1. Schornsteinblockierungsvorrichtung (2) aufweisend
einen Handgriff (4), ein Tragemittel (6), das sich von
dem Handgriff (4) aus erstreckt und entlang einer
Längsachse (7) ausfahrbar ist, gekennzeichnet
durch ein Schornsteinblockierungsmittel (8), das
nach außen von der Längsachse (7) weg und durch
einen Betätigungsmechanismus entfaltbar ist, der
dazu konfiguriert ist, erstens das Tragemittel (6) aus-
zufahren und das Schornsteinblockierungsmittel (8)
nach außen zu entfalten und zweitens das Schorn-
steinblockierungsmittel (8) nach innen zur Längs-
achse (7) hin zusammenzufalten.

2. Schornsteinblockierungsvorrichtung (2) gemäß An-
spruch 1, wobei der Betätigungsmechanismus ein
erstes federelastisches Mittel (124) zum Ausfahren
des Tragemittels (6) und zum Entfalten des Schorn-
steinblockierungsmittels (8) nach außen und ein
zweites federelastisches Mittel (77) zum Zusam-
menfalten des Schornsteinblockierungsmittels (8)
nach innen zur Längsachse (7) hin aufweist.

3. Schornsteinblockierungsvorrichtung (2) gemäß An-
spruch 1 oder 2, wobei der Betätigungsmechanis-
mus eine erste Nabe (76), die entlang dem Trage-
mittel verschiebbar ist, und eine zweite Nabe (20)
aufweist, die ebenfalls entlang dem Tragemittel (6)
verschiebbar und dem Handgriff (4) näher als die
erste Nabe (76) angeordnet ist.

4. Schornsteinblockierungsvorrichtung (2) gemäß An-
spruch 2 und 3, wobei ein Abstand (s) zwischen der
ersten und der zweiten Nabe (76, 20) variabel ist und
das zweite federelastische Mittel (77) zwischen der
ersten und der zweiten Nabe (76, 20) angeordnet
ist, um sie voneinander weg vorzuspannen.

5. Schornsteinblockierungsvorrichtung (2) gemäß ei-
nem der vorhergehenden Ansprüche, wobei der Be-
tätigungsmechanismus ein flexibles Spannungsele-
ment (104) aufweist.

6. Schornsteinblockierungsvorrichtung (2) gemäß An-
spruch 5, wobei der Betätigungsmechanismus fer-
ner ein lösbares Sicherungsmittel (54) zum lösbaren
Sichern des flexiblen Spannungselements (104) be-
züglich des Handgriffs (4) aufweist.

7. Schornsteinblockierungsvorrichtung (2) gemäß An-
spruch 6, ferner aufweisend ein Führungsmittel (98,
128) zum Führen eines Kopfs (106), der mit dem

flexiblen Spannungselement (104) verbunden ist, in
Eingriff mit dem lösbaren Sicherungsmittel, wenn
das Tragemittel (6) in eine nicht ausgefahrene Kon-
figuration zusammengedrückt wird.

8. Schornsteinblockierungsvorrichtung (2) gemäß An-
spruch 3 und Anspruch 5, 6 oder 7, wobei sich das
flexible Spannungselement (104) zwischen der ers-
ten und der zweiten Nabe (76, 20) erstreckt.

9. Schornsteinblockierungsvorrichtung (2) gemäß An-
spruch 5 oder einem davon abhängigen Anspruch,
wobei eine Bucht (95) des flexiblen Spannungsele-
ments (104) an einem distalen Teil des Tragemittels
(6) angeordnet ist.

10. Schornsteinblockierungsvorrichtung (2) gemäß An-
spruch 3 oder einem davon abhängigen Anspruch,
wobei die erste Nabe (76) eine Anlagefläche (130)
aufweist, die mit einer komplementären Anschlags-
fläche (132) des Tragemittels (6) selektiv in Eingriff
bringbar ist, um eine Verschiebung der ersten Nabe
(76) entlang dem Tragemittel (6) anzuhalten.

11. Schornsteinblockierungsvorrichtung (2) gemäß ei-
nem der vorhergehenden Ansprüche, wobei der Be-
tätigungsmechanismus ein lösbares Haltemittel (62)
zum lösbaren Halten des Tragemittels (6) in einer
nicht ausgefahrenen Konfiguration aufweist.

12. Schornsteinblockierungsvorrichtung (2) gemäß ei-
nem der vorhergehenden Ansprüche, wobei das
Schornsteinblockierungsmittel (8) einen zusam-
menfaltbaren Speichenrahmen (14, 16, 84) und eine
flexible Membran (18) aufweist.

13. Schornsteinblockierungsvorrichtung (2) gemäß ei-
nem der vorhergehenden Ansprüche, wobei das
Schornsteinblockierungsmittel (8) in seinem entfal-
teten Zustand eine konkave Oberfläche hat, die von
dem Handgriff (4) weg weist.

14. Schornsteinblockierungsvorrichtung (2) gemäß ei-
nem der vorhergehenden Ansprüche, wobei das
Schornsteinblockierungsmittel (8) einen im Wesent-
lichen vierseitigen Umfang (30) hat, wenn es entfal-
tet ist.

15. Schornsteinblockierungsvorrichtung (2) gemäß ei-
nem der vorhergehenden Ansprüche, wobei das
Schornsteinblockierungsmittel (8) eine flexible
Membran (18) aufweist und ferner Einstellmittel (38,
40) zum Einstellen eines umlaufenden Teils der fle-
xiblen Membran (18) aufweist.
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Revendications

1. Appareil d’obstruction de cheminée (2) comprenant
un manche (4), des moyens de support (6) s’éten-
dant à partir du manche (4) et étant extensibles le
long d’un axe longitudinal (7), caractérisé par des
moyens d’obstruction de cheminée (8) déployables
vers l’extérieur à distance de l’axe longitudinal (7) et
par un mécanisme d’actionnement configuré pour
étendre premièrement les moyens de support (6) et
déployer les moyens d’obstruction de cheminée (8)
vers l’extérieur et deuxièmement replier les moyens
d’obstruction de cheminée (8) vers l’intérieur vers
l’axe longitudinal (7).

2. Appareil d’obstruction de cheminée (2) selon la re-
vendication 1, caractérisé en ce que le mécanisme
d’actionnement comprend des premiers moyens
élastiques (124) pour étendre les moyens de support
(6) et déployer les moyens d’obstruction de chemi-
née (8) vers l’extérieur et des seconds moyens élas-
tiques (77) pour replier les moyens d’obstruction de
cheminée (8) vers l’intérieur vers l’axe longitudinal
(7).

3. Appareil d’obstruction de cheminée (2) selon la re-
vendication 1 ou 2, caractérisé en ce que le méca-
nisme d’actionnement comprend un premier moyeu
(76) déplaçable le long des moyens de support et
un second moyeu (20) également déplaçable le long
des moyens de support (6) et positionné plus à proxi-
mité du manche (4) que le premier moyeu (76).

4. Appareil d’obstruction de cheminée (2) selon les re-
vendications 2 et 3, caractérisé en ce qu’une dis-
tance (s) entre les premier et second moyeux (76,
20) est variable et les seconds moyens élastiques
(77) sont situés entre les premier et second moyeux
(76, 20) pour les solliciter à distance l’un de l’autre.

5. Appareil d’obstruction de cheminée (2) selon l’une
quelconque des revendications précédentes, carac-
térisé en ce que le mécanisme d’actionnement
comprend un élément de tension flexible (104).

6. Appareil d’obstruction de cheminée (2) selon la re-
vendication 5, caractérisé en ce que le mécanisme
d’actionnement comprend en outre des moyens de
fixation amovibles (54) pour fixer de manière amo-
vible l’élément de tension flexible (104) par rapport
au manche (4).

7. Appareil d’obstruction de cheminée (2) selon la re-
vendication 6, comprenant en outre des moyens de
guidage (98, 128) pour guider une tête (106) raccor-
dée à l’élément de tension flexible (104) en mise en
prise avec les moyens de fixation amovibles lorsque
les moyens de support (6) sont comprimés dans une

configuration non étendue.

8. Appareil d’obstruction de cheminée (2) selon la re-
vendication 3 et la revendication 5, 6 ou 7, caracté-
risé en ce que l’élément de tension flexible (104)
s’étend entre les premier et second moyeux (76, 20).

9. Appareil d’obstruction de cheminée (2) selon la re-
vendication 5 ou l’une quelconque des revendica-
tions dépendant de cette dernière, caractérisé en
ce qu’une anse (95) de l’élément de tension flexible
(104) est positionnée au niveau d’une partie distale
des moyens de support (6).

10. Appareil d’obstruction de cheminée (2) selon la re-
vendication 3 ou l’une quelconque des revendica-
tions dépendant de cette dernière, caractérisé en
ce que le premier moyeu (76) comprend une surface
de butée (130) qui peut être sélectivement mise en
prise avec une surface d’arrêt complémentaire (132)
des moyens de support (6) afin d’arrêter le déplace-
ment du premier moyeu (76) le long des moyens de
support (6).

11. Appareil d’obstruction de cheminée (2) selon l’une
quelconque des revendications précédentes, carac-
térisé en ce que le mécanisme d’actionnement
comprend des moyens de retenue amovibles (62)
pour retenir de manière amovible les moyens de sup-
port (6) dans une configuration non étendue.

12. Appareil d’obstruction de cheminée (2) selon l’une
quelconque des revendications précédentes, carac-
térisé en ce que les moyens d’obstruction de che-
minée (8) comprennent un bâti à rayons repliables
(14, 16, 84) et une membrane flexible (18).

13. Appareil d’obstruction de cheminée (2) selon l’une
quelconque des revendications précédentes, carac-
térisé en ce que les moyens d’obstruction de che-
minée (8), dans leur état déployé, ont une surface
concave orientée à l’opposé du manche (4).

14. Appareil d’obstruction de cheminée (2) selon l’une
quelconque des revendications précédentes, carac-
térisé en ce que les moyens d’obstruction de che-
minée (8) ont un périmètre sensiblement quadrilatè-
re (30) lorsqu’ils sont déployés.

15. Appareil d’obstruction de cheminée (2) selon l’une
quelconque des revendications précédentes, carac-
térisé en ce que les moyens d’obstruction de che-
minée (8) comprennent une membrane flexible (18)
et comprennent en outre des moyens d’ajustement
(38, 40) pour ajuster une partie périphérique de la
membrane flexible (18).
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